Lipid flip-flop vs. lateral diffusion in the relaxation of hemifusion diaphragms.
Molecular dynamics simulations of a solvent-free coarse-grained lipid model are used to characterize the mechanisms by which lipid-bilayer hemifusion diaphragm (HD) intermediates relax, across a range of global compositions of negative intrinsic curvature (NIC) lipids and neutral-curvature lipids. At low concentrations of NIC lipids, rapid fission produces a double bilayer end state through a lateral diffusion-based mechanism enabled by spontaneous rim-pore defects. At moderately higher NIC lipid concentrations, rim pores are absent and stable leaflet three-junctions persist, revealing an HD relaxation mechanism entirely reliant on lipid flip-flop, and end states that are either stable fusion pores or stable HD's. These fusogenic systems exhibit dynamics highly dependent on NIC lipid concentration via an underlying sensitivity of flip-flop rates for neutral lipids on NIC lipid concentration. This work illustrates that HD dynamics may be altered through regulation of lipid composition in the immediate three-junction region. This work further highlights the potential role of flippases in biological fusion and the importance of lipid composition on fusion dynamics.